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The potential of the Sampling Statistics approach for designing biomedical studies is discussed. The
focus will be shifted from representativness, as a classical argument of validity in observational study,
to the effectiveness of the sampling strategy as tailored upon specific, usually challanging features of
the study at hand. This perspective allows broader objectives of the study to be included in the sam-
pling design, beyond inference on population quantities of interest toward making an impact on the
population itself. On the other hand such effectiveness may hardly be pursued by means of traditional
equal-probability sampling designs granting representative samples. Instead we will consider sampling
designs allowing for over-representing into the sample specific segments of the population, as particularly
significant for the study, and under-represent other less relevant population units. Indeed this figures a
selection bias, although purposively introduced into the sample selection and thus to be adjusted after-
word, at the estimation stage via the appropriate weighting system. The sample would be still random
and, as a result, the released estimates would be reprodicible, unbiased and with accuracy estimable
from the same data. A sampling strategy is proposed which combines a sequential units’ selection with
an adaptive data collection. The adaptive component allows tailoring the data collection to peculiar
aims and challenges of the study, as for instance the over-sampling of positive cases of a rare desease.
At the same time the sequential component would provide a flexible framework for controlling specific
constraints of the study, such as clinical, ethical and logistical, at both the design level and in real time
sampling.The sampling strategy will be illustrated by means of two observational studies in epidemiology
and in oncologycal surgery.
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